October 27, 2020
Mayor John E Dailey
Mayor Pro Tem Dianne WilliamsCox
Vice Chair City Commissioner Curtis Richardson
City Commissioner Elaine Bryant,
City Commissioner Jeremy Matlow
County Commissioner Mary Ann Lindley County
Commissioner Nick Maddox
County Commissioner Bill Proctor
County Commissioner Jimbo Jackson County Commissioner Rick Minor
Count Commissioner Bryan Desloge, Chair County Commissioner Kristin Dozier
Dear Commissioners,
This letter is prepared for both City and County Commissioners on behalf of Killearn Estates on the
Welaunee Arch CPA and Master Plan. As many of you know, stormwater and transportation are
probably the two (2) largest issues related to new development effecting our community. It is
imperative at this time to have similar language as stormwater included for transportation to ensure
adequate infrastructure capacity levels are meet when a project is improved.
Currently, Comprehensive Policy language for stormwater (under Public Facilities and Infrastructure,
Policy 13.2.23: Stormwater Management) generally states:
Prior to approval of the first PUD Concept Plan, a Stormwater Facilities Master Plan for the
entire Arch shall be prepared with conceptual and generalized land uses based upon the maximum
development allowed by this master plan.
Up to this point, Killearn Estates has been carefully monitoring the Welaunee Blvd. Road extension
and traffic models. Until recently, we learned of the increase in land use densities/intensities for the
Arch, which are well above those that were modeled for this roadway project. The Year 2045 roadway
model only assumed approx. onethird (1/3) of the land uses now being proposed.
At the time of the transportation model for Welaunee Blvd. and Shamrock South Extensions was
approved impacts to surrounding roadways were identified and a level of comfort was realized to
support moving forward. However, without further regional modeling for the balance or twothirds
(2/3) of the proposed Arch, you will be doing a disservice to our community in the future unless either;



a detailed traffic model analysis is required now for full buildout (similar to stormwater)
or
include ‘stop clause’ for the Arch as to when the transportation model is reevaluated.

Others including Keep it Rural (KIR), Alliance of Tallahassee Neighborhoods (ATH), Buckhead
neighborhood and FDOT join us in our concern to understand impacts to area roads, ensure that
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transportation infrastructure will meet adopted levelofservice standards and improvements are fully
funded to accommodate added development traffic. No party has received response on this topic.
It has been stated that the developers will pay for an expansion to roadways needed in the future, but
you must understand that this is FALSE. City staff has proposed that when an individual PUD comes
in for approval (whether on the City’s property or the Arch) a transportation concurrency analysis will
be performed. With transportation concurrency, advantages of having a large scale development
with a single landowner are LOST since numerous PUDs with come in over time, piecemealed
and reviewed independently.
To understand the required traffic studies for a PUD please ask your Growth Management staff who
is in charge of transportation concurrency. In summary, concurrency is:
1. Not reviewed by the general public.
2. Not a regional cumulative analysis.
3. Does not ensure the needed transportation infrastructure is in place to handle a project’s
added traffic.
4. The last developer in pays the most with earlier developers paying little to nothing.
5. At completion of this study, the end result is some developers must pay a proportionate
share mitigation cost as to how many trips their project adds to overcapacity road.
6. Very important to review City’s concurrency policy on ‘Aggregation’ (see attached Policy)
which reads.
a. It eliminates assessment of cumulative traffic impacts
b. Piecemeals land use planning
c. Less fees are collected.
7. Lastly, based on practical experience concurrency monies collected are not sufficient to
fund needed additional transportation infrastructure, nor will that infrastructure be in place
prior to the development being built. completion.
 Sample  Bannerman Road (concurrency money from the entire Northeast region has
been collected for this road widening project for 10 years and yet is not even close to
being adequate funding to pay for that $39M+ widening project.
This region will experience development of large scale projects as follows with a high magnitude of
new trips forecasted to be generated, see attached property owner map:
Density/Intensities
Residential DU:
Non-Residential Sq. Ft.:

PM Peak Hr. Trips:

Canopy CDD

City's 430 Acre PUD

1570 + 170 beds ALF
501,549

1,817
272,000

Arch Per Welaunee Yr. 2045 Model

4,360
800,000

Arch Master Plan (Buildout)

12,500
3,000,000

1,736

1,900 Estimated

4,000 Estimated

10,000 Estimated

APPROVED Concurrency

No Concurrency

No Concurrency

No Concurrency

On behalf of Killearn Estates we submitted draft transportation language on 10/22/20 to the landowner
representative/City requiring a transportation model. We have yet to hear back.
Unlike any other large project in the City, where staff would require a regional model to assess and
identify its transportation impacts, this project is being treated differently. There are advantages and
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disadvantages to doing a regional model analysis now versus later, which all needs to be discussed
and evaluated and who should conduct this analysis.
We would request you delay your vote to include critical transportation language into the CPA and
master plan so the community will not be gridlocked due to a lack of poor planning at this stage.
Sincerely,

Debbie M. Dantin, P.E.
cc: Mr. Dave Ferguson, President Killearn Homes Association
Attachment
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Category

13. POLICY FORMATION AND DIRECTION

Subject

13.04 Proposed Revisions to Concurrency Policy to Eliminate Aggregation Requirement •· Karen Jumonville, Growth Management

Type

Action, Discussion

Preferred Date

Sep 27, 2017

Absolute Date

Oct 25, 2017

Fiscal Impact

No

Recommended Action

Approve changes to the Concurrency Management System Policy and Procedures Manual to eliminate policy
7.4.0 requirement to aggregate development of two or more properties for the purposes of concurrency review
(including the assessment of cumulative traffic impacts) when they are "physically proximate" to one another
and they are determined to be part of a "unified plan of development."

For more information, please contact:

Keith Burnsed at (850) 891-7115

Statement ofIssue
Staff proposes to eliminate aggregation of projects for tntffic impact analysis. This change is intended to lower the cost of tmnsportation concurrency mitigation paid by developers in order
to encourage increased investment and expansion of existing developed sites.
Recommended Action
Option I: Approve changes to the Concurrency Management System Policy and Procedures Manual to eliminate policy 7.4.0 requirement to aggregate development oftwo or more
properties for the purposes of concurrency review (including the assessment of cumulative traffic impacts) when they are "physically proximate" to one another and they are determined to
be part of a "unified plan of development."
Fiscal Impact
There is no fiscal impact with this item.

Supplemental Material/Issue Analysis
History/Facts & Issues
In traffic analysis, "aggregation" is the process of combining, or "aggregating," the impacts of multiple projects that are related to each other by ownership or common development in
order to comprehensively analyze the combined effects ofthe multiple related projects. The aggregation section in the City's Concurrency Management System Policy and Procedures
Manual is similar to state law requirements for large developments (Developments of Regional Impact, or DRis).
The City of Tallahassee's Concurrency Management System is authorized by Chapter 4- "Concurrency Management" of the City's Land Development Code, with the implementation of
the concurrency process defined in the Concurrency Management System Policy and Procedure Manual. This document is a policy manual approved by the City Commission. The
proposed changes referenced in this agenda item are consistent with the Land Development Code and therefore do not require modifications to the Code or the ordinance and public hearing
requirements that would be necessary for a Land Development Code modification.
The Concurrency Management System requires that applicants submitting applications for development orders, such as site plans and subdivisions, also apply for a transportation and
stormwater (as applicable) concurrency review. The !f'dnsportation concurrency review determines if there is adequate roadway capacity to accommodate the impact of the proposed project
after existing traffic, previously approved projects, and the proposed project's traffic are taken into account.
Policy 7.4.0 ofthe Concurrency Management System Manual requires that related projects be aggregated. This means a project subject to aggregation are evaluated not only for the
impacts of the currently proposed project, but also the cumulative tntffic impact of that project in addition to recently approved or other proposed developments. Aggregation of tmffic
impacts results in the evaluation of more total ovef'd!I trips and a larger study area. As the overall trips increase for projects, the lraffic impact area increases. Trips associated with projects
that are aggregated with one another are added together for the purpose ofdetermining the appropriate radius of roadway network impacts. Trips associated with projects that are
aggregated are added together to determine if the combined project trips will exceed the available capacity of a roadway segment. Applicants are not required to mitigate impacts previously
accounted for in earlier traffic impact evaluations; however they are required to account for the overall increased number of trips attributable to the single unified development.
Concurrency aggregation has been criticized as an unreasonable financial burden that discourages investment and the expansion of existing developed sites. Aggregation typically results in
higher transportation mitigation fees than would otherwise be paid by development reviewed in smaller increments because I) projects tend to put additional trips on segments that are
almost or already over capacity, as well as 2) the transportation impact study area is expanded to include over capacity segments that are close to the interstate or highways. Staff has
received feedback from the local development community that concurrency aggregation punishes developers of large parcels, and especially subsequent buyers of individual sites within
larger properties, by making it more expensive to expand.
Applicants often have the misconception that aggregation results in projects paying twice for trips on over capacity segments. This is not the case. Aggregation combines the impacts oftwo
related projects, but only results in a transportation mitigation fee for the project currently being studied.
Aggregation is designed to encourage development to be strategically planned at one time with a complete accounting of all impacts to public facilities, as opposed to "piecemeal"
planning that involves various unsystematic developments over a period of time. Master planned developments that are aggregated for concurrency review also benefit the developer by
allowing a multi-phase project that may be constructed over a longer period oftime to be approved using known present day transportation and policy conditions. In practice, aggregation
may penalize developers (and their subsequent buyers) who are not able to, or choose not to, make specific development plans far in advance of actually developing all of their lands. This
results in cases where a small, single-parcel development may have a smaller concurrency mitigation payment than would the same size development if that development were part of a
larger landholding or project.
In an effort to promote development, increase parity between smaller and larger developments, and provide more certainty to developers, staff proposes to eliminate the aggregation
requirement of the concurrency manual. This will simplify the review process by analyzing only the direct impacts of a single development, without accounting for the additional trips
generated by related projects. Eliminating aggregation may make the concurrency review process less onerous for developers of large-scale projects and may reduce transportation
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mitigation fees. State law requirements requiring aggregation for projects such as Developments of Regional Impact remain in place, so those projects (such as Southwood) are not affected
by this policy change. Similarly, if a developer seeks long-term concurrency approval for a master-planned project through a development agreement, then the total impact of the project
being approved would be analyzed at the time of approval.
This change is not expected to result in significant differences in staff time for most projects, but may save research time in determining which projects are required to be aggregated. This
change will save applicants subject to aggregation the time involved in reviewing and discussing aggregation requirements, and will add certainty to the concurrency process.
The proposed modifications to the Concurrency Management System Policy and Procedures Manual are provided in Attachment 1.
Options

1. Approve changes to the Concurrency Management System Policy and Procedures Manual to eliminate policy 7.4.0 requirement to aggregate development of two or more properties for
the purposes of concurrency review (including the assessment of cumulative traffic impacts) when they are "physically proximate" to one another and they are determined to be part of a
''unified plan of development."
Pros:
• Make the traffic concurrency system more development friendly, with added certainty of what will required to be analyzed
• Reduce transportation mitigation fees, specifically for large-scale developments
• Simplify the transportation concurrency review process
Cons:
• Possibility of encouraging "piecemeal" land planning that involves various unsystematic developments over a period of time
• Less transportation mitigation fees may be collected for roadway expansion
2. Do not approve changes to the Concurrency Management System Policy and Procedures Manual to eliminate policy 7.4.0 requirement to aggregate development of two or more
properties for the purposes of concurrency review (including the assessment of cumulative traffic impacts) when they are "physically proximate" to one another and they are determined to
be part of a "unified plan of development."
Pros:
• Transportation mitigation fees will continue to be collected at the same or similar levels as today
• Large-scale projects will be planned in a strategic, versus piecemeal fashlon
Cons:
• Developers may continue to feel that concurrency aggregation punishes developers of large sites by making it more expensive to build master planned developments
• Applicants may continue the misconception that they are paying twice for trips on over capacity segments.

Attachments/References
I. Revised Section of Concurrency Manual
Attachment 1.pdf (87 KB) (/fla/talgov/Board.nsf/files/ARFTSF72320E/$file/Attachment%201.pdf)
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Attachment 1
Page 1 of 3
7.0.0
7.1.0
7.1.1

7.1.2

MISCELLANEOUS PROVISIONS
FEES

Concurrency fees shall be based on the fees established by Resolution and shall be
due at the time of submission of the application. All first submittals shall be
assessed at the minimum fee for the appropriate land use associated with the project.
Impact fees shall be based on the fees established in either the appropriate
ordinance or resolution and shall be due at the time of issuance of the "Certificate of
Concurrency" or the "Conditional Certificate of Concurrency". Impact fees will be
paid within forty-five (45) working days of notice or the application will be denied
and the applicant will need to resubmit an application, if so desired.

7.2.0
Should an appeal be necessary, it shall be submitted, in writing, to the Growth
Management Director within fifteen (15) calendar days of denial of a "Certificate of
Concurrency" by CM. The date on the denial letter shall be the date used to
calculate the commencement of the fifteen ( 15) day period. The decision of the
Growth Management Director shall be final.
7.3.0

DEVEWPMENT AGREEMENTS

Development Agreements shall be developed, between the Applicant and
the Concurrency Management Officer, based upon the individual needs of the
development and will be submitted to the City Commission for final approval.
A transportation concurrency analysis will be based on the development being
approved as part of the subject development agreement or other development order.
A transportation concurrency analysis will not be aggregated with previously
approved development orders (for example, the !TIN and CT AN smdy areas and
roadway segment impacts will be based only on the project being approved under the
subject concurrency review, and the project trips are not required to be aggregated
with other previously approved development orders).
Developments of Regional Impact will be analyzed, and may be subject to
aggregation, based on applicable state law.
7.4.0

A GGBfiC 1 Tlffi1
a) Qe,elapH1e11t afl\-.a •• ffl8£e p,apef!ies sliall be agg,egateEI BflEI lfe<KeEI as a single
p•ajeet fe• tlae pa,peses ef ee11e11EFene) Fe,ie.. fi11eleEli11g the assessfflent ef
oomulatiue traffic impacts) when they aro "physicallypf0><imato" to ono another and
they are EletermineEI to be part efa "uniaea plan of Ele.,elepment".
b) Fer the plllJleses ef aggregatiee, twe er mere preperties shall be
eo11siElereEI ''ph�'Bieally p£01'imate" mhe11 the p•aperlies a,e laeateEI wi1hi11 1,000 feet
ef one 1111ethi!f. Fllflhe£me£e, 1'wo o• me,e p•aperties shall also be eo11Siae,ea
"p�OJieall�• p,o,.amate" mhen the p•aperties sought to be aggmgatea a£e sepa£ated by
p•operties that hw;e been Elete£mineEI ta Ile a par! of a u11iae,I plBfl ef
de,•elapme11t wilh any ef the p•apef!ies so11g1!1 ta Ile agg,egateEI.
e) A uniaed plan ef Ele ,•elepment shall Ile pres11med te eltist when two f2) er more of

